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Impacts of biodiversity on the emergence
and transmission of infectious diseases
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Current unprecedented declines in biodiversity reduce the ability of ecological communities to provide many
fundamental ecosystem services. Here we evaluate evidence that reduced biodiversity affects the transmission of
infectious diseases of humans, other animals and plants. In principle, loss of biodiversity could either increase or
decrease disease transmission. However, mounting evidence indicates that biodiversity loss frequently increases
disease transmission. In contrast, areas of naturally high biodiversity may serve as a source pool for new pathogens.
Overall, despite many remaining questions, current evidence indicates that preserving intact ecosystems and their
endemic biodiversity should generally reduce the prevalence of infectious diseases.

n June 2010, a new organization, the Intergovernmental SciencePolicy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES)—
patterned after the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC)—was established to assess changes to the diversity of life on
the Earth and how these changes will affect human well-being1.
Human well-being would be adversely affected by biodiversity losses
if ecosystems with reduced biodiversity are less able to provide the
ecosystem services—such as carbon sequestration, nutrient cycling
and resistance to drought—on which humans rely. In recent years, a
consensus has emerged that ecosystem functions decline as biodiversity
is lost2. Here we examine how biodiversity affects the transmission and
emergence of infectious diseases and evaluate the evidence that reduced
disease transmission is an important ecosystem service provided by high
biodiversity.
Biodiversity encompasses the diversity of genes, species and ecosystems.
Increases in human populations have resulted in an unprecedented and
precipitous loss of biodiversity3. Current extinction rates are estimated to
be at least 100–1,000 times background extinction rates and future extinction rates (over the next 50 years) are estimated to be 10 to 100 times
present extinction rates3. A large proportion of species in all assessed taxa
are currently threatened with extinction (12% of birds, 23% of mammals,
32% of amphibians; 31% of gymnosperms; 33% of corals4) and the best
estimate of population trends of birds, mammals, amphibians, reptiles and
fish indicates that since 1970 global population sizes have declined by
almost 30% (ref. 5). Global and local extinction rates of some taxa,
particularly microbes, have not been well characterized. For the many
organisms that are symbionts of other organisms, extinction of their
hosts can cause their extinction too6. Collectively, these declines and
extinctions are caused by changing the Earth’s ecosystems to meet growing demands for food, fresh water, fibre, timber and fuel, and by climate
change.
Changes in biodiversity have the potential to affect the risk of infectious disease exposure in plants and animals—including humans—
because infectious diseases by definition involve interactions among
species. At a minimum, these species include a host and a pathogen;
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often many more species are involved, including additional hosts, vectors
and other organisms with which these species interact. Intriguingly, biodiversity may play a dual role in the emergence and transmission of
infectious diseases. On the one hand, high biodiversity may provide a
larger potential source of novel pathogens, but on the other hand, biodiversity can reduce further pathogen transmission for both longestablished and newly emerging diseases. We first review the effects of
biodiversity on the transmission of established diseases and then turn to
disease emergence.

Biodiversity and pathogen transmission
Transmission of pathogens between species
Biodiversity loss might affect disease transmission through several
mechanisms (Box 1). If the effect of each species on pathogen transmission were entirely idiosyncratic, one would expect that diversity declines
would be equally likely to cause a decrease or an increase in disease
transmission in the remaining species. However, in recent years, a consistent picture has emerged—biodiversity loss tends to increase pathogen
transmission and disease incidence. This pattern occurs across ecological
systems that vary in type of pathogen, host, ecosystem and transmission
mode (Table 1). As an example, West Nile virus is a mosquito-transmitted
virus for which several species of passerine birds act as hosts. Three recent
studies detected strong correlations between low bird diversity and
increased human risk or incidence of West Nile encephalitis in the
United States7–9. Communities with low avian diversity tend to be dominated by species that amplify the virus, inducing high infection prevalence
in mosquitoes and people, while communities with high avian diversity
contain many species that are less competent hosts. For hantavirus
pulmonary syndrome, a directly transmitted zoonotic disease, correlational and experimental studies have shown that a lower diversity of
small mammals increases the prevalence of hantaviruses in their hosts,
thereby increasing risk to humans (Box 2). Diversity has a similar effect
for plant diseases, with species losses increasing the transmission of two
fungal rust pathogens that infect perennial rye grass and other plant
species10.
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BOX 1

Effects of biodiversity on disease
transmission
The loss of biodiversity can affect the transmission of infectious
diseases65 by changing:
(1) The abundance of the host or vector. For plants, seeding
experimental fields with plant species that are not hosts for fungal
pathogens decreased threefold the pathogen load of species that are
hosts, apparently by reducing host density through competition66. On
the other hand, a greater diversity of host species can sometimes
increase pathogen transmission by increasing the abundance of
vectors67.
(2) The behaviour of the host, vector or parasite. In a more diverse
community, one of the parasitic worms that causes schistosomiasis
(which infects 200 million people worldwide) is more likely to end up in
an unsuitable intermediate host. This can reduce the probability of
subsequent infection of humans by 25–99% (ref. 68). For hantavirus
in Utah, USA, rodent hosts on more diverse plots are more likely to
come in contact with heterospecific mammals and less likely to come
in contact with conspecifics, reducing the probability of transmission
of the virus55. In principle, higher diversity could influence behaviours
with a resulting increase in disease transmission65 or could alter the
evolutionary dynamics of virulence and transmission pathways.
(3) The condition of the host or vector. In experimental rice fields in
China, rice plants in genetically diverse mixtures had drier leaves
because the mixture changed microclimatic conditions69. As a
consequence, infection with rice blast fungus was less prevalent in
diverse fields. Genetically diverse plantings can also lead to induced
resistance in host plants because they are exposed to similar
pathogens that are specialists on the other cultivars70.
For some disease systems (for example, Lyme disease), multiple
mechanisms operate in concert, leading to a compounding effect of
biodiversity loss on increased disease transmission (Table 1).

Recent attention has focused on assessing the mechanisms by which
reduced biodiversity increases pathogen transmission (Box 1). Biodiversity
loss can clearly increase transmission if it reduces predation and competition on reservoir hosts, thereby increasing their density. However,
controversy has centred around whether the loss of species can increase
transmission in other ways11. This is because field studies like those on
West Nile virus, hantaviruses and rye grass have typically not controlled for
changes in host density that can result from changes in ‘species richness’
(the number of species present in a community, which is a measure of
taxonomic diversity). As a consequence, it has been difficult to separate the
effects of higher density from those of reduced diversity. Recent experiments confirm that increases in disease transmission can occur when
Table 1 | Biodiversity loss can increase transmission
Disease

Amphibian limb malformation
Bacteriophage of Pseudomonas syringae
Coral diseases
Fungal disease of Daphnia
Hantavirus disease
Helminthic parasite of fish
Lyme disease
Malaria
Puccinia rust infection of ryegrass
Schistosomiasis
Trematode diseases of snails and birds
West Nile fever

Mechanism

B
B
A
B
A, B
A*
A, B
A
A*
B
B
A*, B*

Reference

12
52
53
54
23,55–57
58
18,22,59
60
10
12
61–63
7–9,64

Disease examples are since 2005. A more complete table, including several counterexamples, is
available from the corresponding author. Mechanisms for effects were reported by authors or
demonstrated in the text (A 5 host/vector abundance; B 5 host/vector/parasite behaviour; see Box 1
for details). Asterisks indicate a suggested mechanism. Other studies have been reviewed
elsewhere21,65.

species richness declines even if host density stays constant. One of the
best examples comes from a study of Schistosoma mansoni, a trematode
that causes schistosomiasis in humans. The parasite alternately infects
snails and humans via free-living infectious stages. Host snails were placed
in tanks at a constant density either alone or with one or two other species
of non-host snails and then exposed to the parasite12. In single-species
treatments, host snails were 30% more likely to be infected because parasites in multi-species treatments often ended up in dead-end hosts.
Increased parasite–host encounter rates caused by reduced diversity are
sufficient to increase disease transmission for Schistosoma.
The loss of species can increase encounter rates between pathogens
and hosts, as in the Schistosoma example, when the lost species are not
hosts for the pathogen. But if the lost species are indeed hosts capable of
transmission, this declining diversity could also reduce the total number
of hosts, thereby decreasing transmission if all else remains equal13,14.
Certainly reductions in the number of hosts can reduce the number of
vectors15 and also their infection prevalence16,17, but empirical examples
are relatively rare, in part because the issue has been neglected, and also
because all else rarely remains equal. For example, the loss of hosts can
cause compensatory increases in the abundances of other hosts, such that
total host abundance changes little relative to total host abundance in
more diverse communities. Even when total host abundance does decline
in less diverse systems, differences in host quality among species can alter
simple correlations between host abundance and infection risk18.
Pathogen transmission is not always a function of host density. For
example, the number of infectious bites delivered by highly mobile vectors
like mosquitoes can be independent of the density of the host population14.
Transmission of directly transmitted pathogens like hantaviruses can also
be independent of host density if transmission involves behavioural
encounters, for example, aggressive interactions between rodents, and if
the frequency of these encounters does not vary much with host density14,19.
In systems like these, the loss of host species can actually increase transmission if the lost hosts are suboptimal for parasite development and
reproduction; this is because these suboptimal hosts absorb pathogens
but are poor at transmitting them.
In sum, reducing biodiversity can increase disease transmission when
the lost species are either not hosts for the pathogen or are suboptimal
ones. For pathogens for which transmission is a function of host density,
loss of diversity is most likely to increase transmission if the loss causes
an increase in the density of competent hosts. The number and diversity
of examples of pathogens for which species loss leads to increases in total
transmission suggests that these conditions are frequently met (Table 1).
Additional studies in other disease systems would better establish the
generality of these relationships.
Species diversity versus species identity
The loss of particular species in a community clearly has the potential to
increase disease transmission. But does reducing diversity itself increase
transmission, or is increased transmission the consequence of the
removal of particular species? The answer depends on how species
composition changes as richness changes20,21. For example, if those host
species most responsible for amplifying the pathogen tend to persist or
even thrive as biodiversity is lost, then disease risk will consistently
increase as biodiversity declines. On the other hand, if amplifying species
tend to disappear as biodiversity declines, then biodiversity loss will tend
to reduce disease risk. These hypothetical possibilities indicate the
importance of understanding both the non-random sequences by which
species are lost from communities, and whether the species that tend to
occur only in more species-rich communities tend to amplify or buffer
pathogen transmission.
In several case studies, the species most likely to be lost from ecological communities as diversity declines are those most likely to reduce
pathogen transmission. In the Lyme disease system of eastern North
America, for example, the white-footed mouse is simultaneously the
most abundant host species, the most competent host for the Lyme
bacterium, and the highest-quality host for immature tick vectors18
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BOX 2

Case study of hantavirus pulmonary syndrome
Hantaviruses are a group of negative-stranded RNA viruses associated with murid rodents. They can cause severe morbidity and mortality in humans,
with case-fatality rates near 40% (ref. 71). Infected rodents shed hantavirus in saliva, urine and faeces; transmission to humans occurs through
inhalation of aerosolized excreta as well as through rodent bites72. The risk of human exposure increases as the density and infection prevalence of
rodent reservoirs increase72.
In a field study in Oregon, USA, the only variable significantly linked to infection prevalence in deer mouse host populations was mammalian species
diversity, with the prevalence of the hantavirus Sin Nombre virus rising from 2% to 14% as diversity declined. Deer mouse population density was not
statistically associated with Sin Nombre virus infection prevalence, suggesting that high diversity reduced intraspecific encounters rather than host
abundance56. A study in Utah, USA55, also found a negative correlation between small-mammal diversity and Sin Nombre virus infection prevalence in
deer mice. As in Oregon, high diversity reduced infection prevalence apparently by reducing intraspecific encounters rather than by reducing host
density, a result supported by experiments19.
The conclusions of these studies were supported by an experimental study of hantaviruses in small mammal communities of Panamá23. In
replicated plots, small-mammal diversity was reduced by trapping and removing species that are not hosts for the virus; infection prevalence in
hosts was compared on manipulated and unmanipulated plots (Box 2 figure). Experimentally reduced small-mammal diversity caused an
increase in the density of host species and also in seroconversion rates and seroprevalence within hosts (Box 2 figure).
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Box 2 figure | Effects of experimental removal of species. a, Mean
(6 standard error) population abundance of hantavirus hosts in Panamá in
field plots before and after non-host species had been removed (solid line),
and in unmanipulated controls (dashed line). Hosts on control plots
underwent a strong seasonal decline in abundance, whereas those on plots
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where non-hosts were experimentally removed did not. b, Mean (6 standard
error) density of seropositive (currently or previously infected) animals on
plots from which non-hosts had been removed and on control plots. Analysed
from data provided in ref. 23.

Virginia opossum

White-footed mouse
Ticks fed and
uninfected
(78 per hectare)
Ticks groomed
off and killed
(1,012 per
hectare)

Ticks fed and
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per hectare)
Ticks groomed
off and killed
(5,487 per hectare)
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Figure 1 | Roles of host species in the transmission of Lyme disease in the
northeastern USA. Lyme disease is transmitted to humans by the bite of an
infected blacklegged tick (Ixodes scapularis). Immature ticks can acquire the
infection if they feed on an infected host and can become infectious to humans
if they subsequently survive to the next life stage. White-footed mice are
abundant in northeastern forests and feed many ticks18. Ticks that attempt to

Ticks fed and
infected
(5 per hectare)

feed on Virginia opossums are likely to be groomed off and killed. Green-andyellow circles show the mean number of ticks per hectare fed by mice or
opossums; yellow shading shows the proportion of ticks infected after feeding.
Blue circles show the mean number of ticks per hectare groomed off and killed.
Ticks that feed on mice are highly likely to become infected with the bacterium
that causes Lyme disease, whereas those that feed on opossums are not.
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(Fig. 1). As a consequence, this host species infects a high proportion of
the ticks within forest communities. The white-footed mouse is also an
ecologically resilient species, present in both species-rich and speciespoor communities22. In contrast, Virginia opossums are poor hosts for
the pathogen, kill the vast majority of ticks that attempt to feed on them,
and are absent from many low-diversity forest fragments and degraded
forests where mice are abundant18,22. Therefore, as biodiversity is lost,
the host with a strong buffering effect—the opossum—disappears, while
the host with a strong amplifying effect—the mouse—remains. The
primary hosts for the pathogens that cause West Nile encephalitis,
hantavirus pulmonary syndrome, and bartonellosis also appear to be
resilient species that increase in abundance as biodiversity is lost7,23,24.
Whether an organism’s host competence and its resilience to factors
that reduce biodiversity are causally related is an unresolved but critical
issue. Traits that make a host resilient to biodiversity loss may also make
them susceptible to pathogen infection and transmission. Such a relationship would explain the frequency with which the link between
diversity loss and disease transmission has been observed in nature
(Table 1). For plants, species that are fast-growing and nutrient-rich
with relatively high metabolic rates—characteristics of ‘weedy’ species—
can be more competent hosts for arthropod vectors and plant pathogens
than those with less weedy traits25. Plants with these weedy traits are also
more likely to become more abundant when plant diversity declines26.
Consequently, the very species that have traits permitting persistence
in degraded and species-poor ecosystems are also more likely to carry
high pathogen and vector burdens. A similar pattern may occur in
vertebrates—resilience in the face of disturbances that cause biodiversity
loss, such as habitat destruction and fragmentation, is facilitated by lifehistory features such as high reproductive output and intrinsic rates of
increase27. Vertebrates with these features tend to invest minimally in some
aspects of adaptive immunity28–30; we hypothesize that this may make them
more competent hosts for pathogens and vectors. Understanding the interrelationships among pathogen transmission, biodiversity loss and interspecific differences in immune function is an important area for future
research. Such studies would illuminate how frequently resilient species are
also those that increase pathogen transmission, and might provide general
rules about the impact of biodiversity loss on disease transmission.
Diversity within individual hosts
Could changes in biodiversity within the bodies of organisms also alter
pathogen transmission? Recent improvements in the ability of researchers
to detect unculturable microbial species have allowed documentation of
the tremendous diversity of microbes upon and within plants and animals.
In human bodies, for example, 90% of all cells are microbial31. A number
of studies have begun to show links between diseases and the diversity of
an organism’s ‘microbiome’.
Changes in the composition of microbiomes are frequently associated
with infection and disease. For example, corals suffering from white
plague disease have microbial communities distinctly different from
those in healthy corals32. In humans, bacterial vaginosis results from
changes in the composition of the vaginal microbial community33,
and this in turn increases the risk of HIV infection34. Although changes
in microbial species composition associated with infection are welldocumented, few studies have investigated the effects of changes in
diversity itself. In a recent investigation, patients with recurrent episodes
of infection caused by the bacterium Clostridium difficile had significantly lower diversity of intestinal microbes than did control patients35.
Correlational studies such as these, though intriguing, make it difficult
to determine whether changes in microbial communities are the cause
or the consequence of infections. But some experimental studies clearly
demonstrate that increasing microbial biodiversity can protect against
infection. For example, children with a history of ear infections given a
mixture of five strains of Streptococcus were less likely to develop subsequent infections compared to a control group36. Similarly, reducing
microbial diversity within a host can increase transmission. When mice
with persistent infections of C. difficile were treated with antibiotics that

reduced the diversity of intestinal microbes, they began shedding
C. difficile spores at high rates37.
In some of these examples, a rich microbial community appears to
regulate the abundance of endemic microbial species that can become
pathogenic when overly abundant35. In other cases, high microbial species
diversity can prevent colonization by invasive pathogenic species. For
example, the more diverse the microbiome surrounding the roots of
wheat plants, the more protected the plants were against invasion by
the pathogenic bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa38. Similarly, piglets
raised in natural environments supporting a high diversity of microbes
were more resistant to invasion by pathogenic gut microbes than those
raised in more sterile environments39.
The effects of microbial diversity within and upon host bodies show
intriguing similarities to the effects of macroscopic species diversity on
disease transmission in aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Further
exploration of these similarities, and particularly the specific mechanisms
operating within hosts, is a critical research frontier because changes in
microbial diversity might accompany biodiversity loss in their hosts.

Biodiversity and pathogen emergence
For pathogens already established within ecological communities, we have
shown that biodiversity loss frequently increases the rate of transmission.
But what role, if any, does biodiversity have in the processes by which new
pathogens emerge? Between 1940 and 2004, over 300 emerging disease
events were identified in humans around the world40. Concomitantly,
other emerging infectious diseases also appeared in wildlife, domesticated
animals, and crop and wild plants. Emerging infectious diseases include
those in which the pathogen has evolved into a new strain within the same
host species, for example, through the evolution of drug resistance
(methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus or MRSA) or switched to
new host species (for example, human immunodeficiency virus or
HIV, severe acute respiratory syndrome or SARS). In some cases, the
switch to new host species is accompanied by a change in geographic
range (for example, West Nile virus in the Americas).
For pathogens that establish in new species, the emergence process
involves multiple steps, including the initial invasion into the new host
(‘spillover’), the production of transmission stages within the new host,
and the establishment of the pathogen in the host population as a
whole41,42. The effect of biodiversity may vary for each of these steps.
For the initial invasion, biodiversity may act as a source pool. This
hypothesis is supported by surveys of emerging diseases of humans:
most are zoonotic—jumping to humans from other vertebrate animals43. In one recent analysis, the probability of emergence of pathogens
from wildlife to humans was positively correlated with mammalian
wildlife species richness when data were corrected for reporting bias40.
Other environmental and socioeconomic factors that bring humans into
closer contact with potentially new pathogens (for example, forest clearing for agriculture, wildlife hunting) may also contribute to this pattern.
Indeed, almost half of the zoonotic diseases that have emerged in
humans since 1940 resulted from changes in land use, from changes
in agricultural or other food production practices, or from wildlife
hunting (Fig. 2). These human activities increase rates of contact
between humans and animals, which may be a critical factor underlying
spillover.
Once spillover of the pathogen into a new host has occurred, high
densities of that host species may facilitate pathogen establishment and
transmission within the new host41. For example, Nipah virus spilled
over from wild fruit bats to domestic pigs in Malaysia; high densities of
pigs in local farms appear to have facilitated establishment of pig-to-pig
transmission, and the pathogen then spilled over from pigs to humans44.
Such high densities of domesticated species are almost always associated
with low biodiversity.
In contrast to emergence through host-switching, 20% of emergence
events between 1940 and 2004 arose through the evolution of drug
resistance40. For these cases, biodiversity of microbial communities
within hosts may have a protective effect; human use of antibiotics is
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Figure 2 | Drivers and locations of emergence events for zoonotic infectious
diseases in humans from 1940–2005. a, Worldwide percentage of emergence
events caused by each driver; b, Countries in which the emergence events took
place, and the drivers of emergence. The size of the circle represents the number of
emergence events: for scale, the number of events in the United States was 59.
Globally, almost half of these diseases resulted from changes in land use, changes

in agricultural and other food production practices, or through wildlife hunting,
which suggests that contact rates between humans and other animals are an
important underlying cause of zoonotic disease emergence. ‘Other’ includes
international travel and commerce, changes in human demographics and
behaviour, changes in the medical industry, climate and weather, breakdown of
public health measures, and unspecified causes. Analysed from data in ref. 40.

thought to select for resistant microbes by eliminating the great diversity
of non-resistant microbial strains and species that suppress resistant
strains in the absence of antibiotics. Investigations using recent advances
in microbial detection support this idea45,46. Thus, reduced microbial
diversity may be an important underlying cause of the emergence of
drug-resistant pathogens; this too requires further investigation.

transmissible within a new host population once spillover occurs, the
husbandry of high-density monocultures of domestic animals, particularly in areas at high risk of spillover, should be subject both to more
intensive surveillance and to measures that reduce contact between wildlife and livestock. Managing potential emergence hotspots by attempting
to eliminate them is likely to backfire because the species most resilient to
habitat destruction and degradation may be those that amplify pathogen
transmission.
Despite many recent advances in our understanding of biodiversity
and disease, much remains to be learned. First, we must increase the
number of disease systems for which we understand the effects of biodiversity loss on disease transmission across a range of spatial and temporal scales. We must also focus on how to implement specific policies
informed by this science. Future research, for example, should monitor
changes in epidemiology in regions in which conservation measures are
imposed compared to reference sites. A major challenge will be to
untangle the complex ways in which other global anthropogenic
trends—such as climate change, biotic exchange, nutrient pollution,
armed conflict and economic collapse—interact with biodiversity loss
to influence disease dynamics, and which of these trends have the greatest
impacts on human well-being. Despite remaining questions, connections
between biodiversity and disease are now sufficiently clear to increase the
urgency of local, regional, and global efforts to preserve natural ecosystems and the biodiversity they contain.

Managing pathogens by managing biodiversity
The addition of particular species—for example, natural enemies or
competitors—can reduce the impacts of established pathogens. For
example, experimental addition of a naturally occurring bacterium,
Janthinobacterium lividum, to the skin of the endangered frog Rana
mucosa eliminated frog mortality from experimental infection with
chytridiomycosis, which is devastating amphibian populations worldwide47. For corals, application of phages isolated from natural communities can control the spread of bacterial infections48. The growing
interest in ‘probiotics’ for humans and harvested species provides
another example of this approach49.
More broadly, biodiversity itself seems to protect organisms, including humans, from transmission of infectious diseases in many cases
(Table 1). Preserving biodiversity in these cases, and perhaps generally,
may reduce the incidence of established pathogens. To preserve high
diversity in nature, conservation scientists have developed robust methods
that reflect the key principle that larger areas sustain larger numbers of
species50. Methods of conserving microbial diversity within and upon
bodies or in the environment are less well developed, but avoiding the
overuse of antimicrobial compounds is essential. Critically, future
research on the relationship between biodiversity and disease must avoid
conflating the effects of biogeographic patterns of biodiversity (for
example, higher diversity in lower latitudes) with those of anthropogenic
reductions in extant biodiversity, because policy and management options
can far more readily affect the latter than the former.
For emerging diseases, the observation that a more diverse microbiome within a host suppresses strains that are resistant to antimicrobial
compounds suggests that avoiding the over-use of these compounds in
medicine and agriculture can prevent the emergence of resistant strains.
For pathogens that emerge by switching host species, three management
approaches are warranted. First, potential emergence ‘hotspots’ could be
predictable on the basis of land-use change and underlying biodiversity
patterns; these areas should be targeted for surveillance of endemic
wildlife pathogens that have the potential to jump host species40,51.
Second, preserving and protecting intact habitats in these hotspots provides a simple, direct way of reducing human–animal contact and
reduces the likelihood of emergence of new pathogens, although methods
for achieving reduced contact are not always straightforward51. And
third, to reduce the probability that pathogens become established and
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